Abstract-It is important for a government unit or a company to monitor the intranet security and staffs' activities during the working time. Collecting and processing massive user behaviors is difficult in the distributed intranet with thousands of hosts. In view of this, this paper proposes a P2P and MongoDB based Intranet User Behavior Control system (PM-IUBC) which consists of the user terminal, the node sliding server overlay, the database cluster and the monitor center. The user behavior control is implemented on the filter driver embedded in the user terminal, and a slice node server overlay is constructed on Pastry. A uniform light weight communication framework is designed to simplify network programming, and a MongoDB with auto shard based log database is configured to store massive user behavior logs. The user behaviors about operating software applications, removable storage devices and files can be monitored and controlled. Experiment results show that PM-IUBC can control the user behaviors and has good concurrency and scalability.  Index Terms-User behavior control, intranet security, P2P overlay, filter driver, MongoDB
such as shopping online, socializing on Face book, QQ, and e-game, and about 14% of UK workforce spends almost half of their work time on the Internet for personal use. These misbehaviors will decrease the working efficiency. In addition, some confidential information including business plan, customer information, and source code may be leaked from the internal network, and the misbehaviors may cause the whole enterprise local network become more vulnerable by worms, Trojans, and viruses. Thereby, monitoring user behaviors for the internal network becomes more and more important for units and companies.
The intranet user behavior control/monitor application needs to control/monitor the user behaviors in the intranet of a specific organization unit or a company. At present, there are many user behavior monitor applications such as WebWatcher [3] , SurfControl Web filter [4] , Beijing Topsec Network Guardian Gateway System [5] etc. These applications filtering network stream can prevent from data theft, monitor internet and multiple device, and track the behavior of internet users at your convenience from any internet connected computer and disable their misbehaviors [3] , [6] . Due to most traditional user behavior monitoring applications work in the network layer, the user behaviors in the host application layer such as opening software, accessing removable storage devices and files which are tightly based on the Operation System (OS) cannot be monitored. Without the monitoring about the user behaviors in the host application layer brings a great deal of potential risks. If the monitoring mechanism is based on the lower layer of OS, it is better to implement fine-grained control [7] .
A modern OS uses layered file system modules to support I/O packet flow, and then software developers can intercept and change operations in the packet flow procedure [7] . The filter driver working in the underlying operation system can monitor any file operation from the application layer through checking the I/O Request Packet (IRP) in the Microsoft Windows Systems, so the monitor based on filter driver can control nearly all the operations about software, removal storage and files. The filter driver technology is widely used in the antivirus utilities, encryption programs, and hierarchical storage management systems [8] , [9] , and it is also feasible in the user behavior control system.
In this paper, a P2P and MongoDB based Intranet User Behavior Control system (PM-IUBC) is proposed. PM-IUBC consists of user terminal, slice node server overlay, database cluster, and monitor center. The user terminal uses filter driver to monitor and control user behaviors including running software, accessing removable storage device, and operating file in real time. The slice node server overlay is constructed with P2P to improve system scalability and load balance capacity. The communication implementation of different network components is based on a uniform light weight communication interface library which simplifies network programming. The data cluster is composed by multiple servers running MySQL and MongoDB databases. MySQL is used to store Meta data and user information of PM-IUBC, whereas, the MongoDB database is mainly used to store behavior logs. The MongoDB with auto shard mode is deployed to support saving and querying massive user behavior logs with high performance. PM-IUBC is developed using C++ and C#, and the user behavior controlling functions are evaluated and the performances are analyzed by experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works. The system architecture of PM-IUBC is given in Section III, Section IV discusses how to realize the user behavior control and Section V proposes the uniform communication framework, pastry based node sliding server communication and a MongoDB with auto shard based log database. The performance is evaluated in Section VI and we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. R
The user behavior control system for the intranet mainly includes network monitoring, application software control and removable storage device monitoring. Accurate and efficient monitoring is vital to ensure that the network operates according to the intended behavior and then to troubleshoot any deviations. The current practice of user behavior control largely depends on manual operations, and thus enterprises spend a significant portion of their budgets on the workforce that monitor their networks [10] . Reference [10] analyzes present network-monitoring technologies, identify open problems, and suggest future directions. In the network behavior monitoring, some commercial filtering systems at present are developed using either source-based blocking techniques or content-based filtering techniques.
The source code based filtering systems rely on a predefined white list and black list, where these lists are needed to be updated frequently. In the content-based filtering systems, the loaded contents are compared with pre-defined keywords, phrases and profiles and then determine this web page can be open or not. To some extent, it can effectively prevent web users from unhealthy web contents, however they may not detect the sensitive data which are encrypted or obfuscated, and cannot deal with some images without text explanations or with hidden text notes [11] . Reference [12] proposes a method by integrating the BHO (Browser Helper Object) plug-in techniques with URL-based filtering techniques, which can not only filter out objectionable websites, but also record users' online behaviors into XML documents. Reference [13] puts forward to using windows driver combined with API function to write the virtual equipment articulated driver. This method can track the enterprise internal file access and make detailed monitoring records. The monitoring based on Windows message mechanism can only monitor the relative file information operated through the resource manager. The file operation run in the other background programs cannot be monitored and intercepted before illegal operation. The file filter driver can solve this problem, which can capture the file operation in the whole system, and determine the interception or not according to rules. A network terminal device information anti-leakage system is proposed to prevent the leakage of confidential information in [13] . For small business networks, Reference [14] compares and discusses some File Integrity Monitoring (FIM) techniques and provides an FIM solution.
It is very important for Internet security in business to control and manage user behaviors and the usage of removable storage device for the USB based removable storage device is a main form to leak commerce secrets. The traditional methods are shielding USB port physically and modifying BIOS or Registry. This method can remove the security hazards brought by USB storage devices, but it can also bring lots of inconvenience to our work or lives. One method is encrypting secret information, which is very inconvenience to user to encrypt every file that need protected and cannot prevent some hack attack by ferry-horse. Another method is encrypting the boot sector to aim at control the access policy of USB storage devices [15] [16] . The traditional monitoring software of USB storage device is developed based on user-level, which is easily bypass by Trojan horses, viruses and other malicious programs, but cannot complete the process of monitoring effectively and real timely.
The user behavior logs must be recorded in order to effectively to be checked in the future, so massive storage logs with numerous users should be stored. The user behavior log management should has three characteristics: 1) high concurrent reading and writing performance; 2) fast saving and accessing huge amounts of data, and 3) high scalability and availability for massive data. The traditional relational database needs to spend a high amount of processing time to achieve these characteristics. The traditional relational database cannot satisfy with the demands, but NoSQL database provides a simple, lightweight mechanism for storage and retrieval of data that provides higher scalability and availability than ELATED ORK W traditional relational databases. Nowadays, NoSQL database systems are widely used by such big giant companies such as Google, Amazon, and Face book [18] [19] [20] . MongoDB is an open source document-oriented NoSQL database system written in the C++ programming language, which supports auto-sharding to eliminate manual sharding. Therefore, MongoDB is a better solution for massive storage log in the user behavior system. Since computers in the intranet are decentralized and difficult to be monitored, and numerous users may generate massive monitor logging data, current network monitor system cannot control user behaviors well and a novel mechanism is needed.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MODEL
The system architecture of PM-IUBC is distributed, where the user terminal, the node slice server, the database cluster, and the monitor work together to realize a scalable and high performance system for massive intranet user behaviors. The design requirement, the system architecture, the filter driver based monitor model, and the P2P based slice node server overlay are introduced.
A. Design Requirments
The intranet user behavior control system is a typical distributed network program with massive network interactions. There are some features and design requirements as following:
1. The environments of the monitored user and computer are very complicated, and user behaviors information on each computer host is difficult to be collected and controlled reliably. The client monitor program should work in a low layer mode of OS that may not be lingered by users and can control user behavior promptly.
2. Thousands of computers are monitored in an internal network, and the information processing load is high. So a scalable distributed architecture is necessary to balance the system's load and to support increasing working capacity dynamically with the load.
3. Large scaled user behavior logging information is generated every minute, and these logs are not changed after collected. Therefore, a scalable database with inserting speed and Query Per Second (QPS) are important, but the updating speed of logging database is not needed to be paid more attention.
4. In a network program of user behavior control system, it may cost much developing time to use socket application interface given by the default library in network program directly. A uniform communication can simplify system realization and assure each component's performance. Fig. 1 illustrates the system architecture of PM-IUBC which is composed of the user terminal, the node slice server overlay, the database cluster and the monitor center.
B. System Architecture
The user terminal, installed on the users' computer, is responsible for collecting user logs and doing the command from the monitor center. The behavior hardware and software is controlled based on the administration rules commanded by the monitor center. Considering the Microsoft Windows Operation System (OS) is the most popular used system of common users, the OS about the user terminal is mainly based on Microsoft Windows.
The node slice sever overlay is responsible for data acquisition and control from user-controlled terminal, and then allocating more than one slice node servers with value to client in order to communicate with one slice node corresponding to the hash value, which depends on client information, the load of every slice node and load balance algorithm. The slice node severs constructed on a P2P overlay are to receive the data from client and then provide services for client, that is, each node just process a part of user terminals' request.
The database cluster consists of MySQL and MongoDB servers. The system configuration parameters and user information are stored in MySQL, whereas, the received massive logs are stored in MongoDB.
The monitoring center is a web server application, which provides management and monitor platform for the administrator. Besides the user behavior monitoring, the monitoring center also can monitor the whole running status of PM-IUBC. 
C. Filter Driver based Monitor Model
The Microsoft Windows is currently the most widely used operating system for normal users, so the user terminal is discussed mainly for the Microsoft Windows operating system in this paper. The user terminals are implemented based on filter driver which is fast, stable. The filter driver technology can solve some problems existed in Windows API-Hook mode which cannot fully monitor system operation from daemon and bypass problem [21] , [22] . The filter driver based monitor model is composed of the file filter driver and the control agent, and the monitor principles are shown in Fig. 2 .
In the filter driver modules, Network Driver Interface Specification (NDIS) and file system filter driver are used for appropriate device control object to handle IRP by control rules. The user behaviors such as online activities, running software application, accessing removable storage device and files can be monitored and controlled after the techniques of NDIS and file filter driver. The filter driver module can achieve personalized demand management monitoring by setting time and content pattern. The user network behavior monitoring is based on NDIS like the traditional network firewall. We focus on the user behavior monitor based on file filter driver in this paper. The control agent module consists of four subcomponents: rule management, data processing, EasySocket communication and rule configuration. The commands come from monitoring center, and these commands are transmitted to filter driver module by DeviceIoControl after the control rules translation and filtering process. The control rule may prohibit specific URL operations, application programs, or removable devices. The communication messages from the monitor center are described by the Json format. The control results, i.e. the user behavior logs, are returned by the filter driver module, and the control agent submits these user behavior logs to the monitor center through the slice node overlay in PM-IUBC.
D. P2P based Slice Node Server Overlay
The P2P based slice node server overlay is a middle ware to forward and process the messages between the user terminals and the monitoring center or the log databases. Such structure P2P protocols as Chord [23] , CAN [24] and Pastry [25] can be used as the routing protocol. In the overlay, each node is similar and can be replaced each other if any slice node is down.
Since Pastry considers the node location information, it is selected to be used in the node slice server overlay in our PM-IUBC. The corresponding slice node for a user terminal is selected by the user terminal's ID. Assuming the number of a slice node is K, we can get the routing process as follows. Firstly, if the contacted slice node is not responsible for that terminal, the request messages will be forwarded to the node having the nearest distance from node K in its neighbor set. If the sending is successful and ACK is received from the closer node, the response message will be sent and tell the terminal ID to contact the exact node slice server K ' . Otherwise, it will be retransmitted again within limited times. If the closer node cannot be found in the neighbor set, then the length m of the similar prefix, which both the ID of the home node and K have, is calculated. If a node with similar prefix in the routing table exits, the routing message is forward to that node. If the node doesn't exist, the message is forwarded to the node which the length of common prefix is m, and this node K ' is closer to ID than the node K. The routing process is run in the link establishment for the user terminals. The monitor center knows the corresponding slice node for each terminal, and then the monitoring center can communicate with the correct node slice server directly. The detailed P2P based communication mechanism for slice node server overlay is introduced in Section V.
IV. BEHAVIOUR CONTROL
The user behavior control is mainly implemented in the user terminal. The control rule management and the user behavior control about running software, using removable storage device, and file operation are discussed in this section.
A. Control Rule Management
The user terminal receives user behavior command from the monitor center, so the original control rules are defined by the system administrator of PM-IUBC. The control agent module embedded in the user terminal has a control rule management sub-module to cache the rules from the monitor center, and provides local rules adjustment capability. Two role lists: the black-list and white-list are defined by local user or system administrator of PM-IUBC. The definition fields of rules consists of event type, keyword, defined time and match policies including "Equal", "StartsWith", "EndsWith", or "Case Sensitivity". The rule policies are different for different user behavior control.
The rule matching process exists in both the control agent and filter driver module and different user behavior monitor is realized with different matching functions. After capturing the event in the filter driver module of the user terminal, the control rule management component processes the control rules and IRP. Then the result is determined based on the rule matching that if an action is legal, it will pass on to the application layer, otherwise it should be blocked. The control rule management can collect the rule matching result as logs. In the matching process, the white-list is preferred to the black-list rule, i.e. if one action is permitted in the white-list, it can pass directly.
B. Application Software Control
It is important to monitor and control the running software application of computers in the intranet. The system administrators can control when and what program can be run on the computers through the monitor center. When a program is running by a user, the application software control function embedded in the filter driver module can find this running event and the corresponding program, and then do operations based on the rule policies defined in last sub section. The processes of application software control are as follows. 
C. File Operation Control
The file operation control tries to monitor and control the user behaviors about operating files in the intranet. When a file or folder is opened, read or written by an application, the corresponding IRP is generated by OS which can be captured by the filter driver module. Besides of capturing, the file system filter driver filters IRP, i.e., IRP is passed in the rule matching to be discard or not. So we have the ability to capture and change the file system operations. The entry function DriverEntry registers five dispatch functions: IRP_MJ_CREATE, IRP_MJ_WRITE, IRP_MJ_READ, IRP_MJ_CLOSE and IRP_MJ_SET_INFORMATION. Fig. 3 illustrates the process flow chat of IRP_MJ_CREATE. In IRP_MJ_CREATE, such file operation events as opening, creating, reading, and writing can be captured and filtered based on the control rules. The white_list and black_list are separated based on reading and writing operations. If one of these names is in the white list, then the renaming operation is allowed. Otherwise, reject the renaming operation if one of these file name is in the black list. After matching in the white_list and black_list, the corresponding file operation will be determined to be permitted or rejected. 
D. Removable Storage Device Control
A removable storage device can be set to disable or access control with control rules through the monitor center of PM-IUBC. If a user is not given the permission for a device in the control rules, the removable storage device cannot be used by that user. The removable storage device control helps to restrict user access to removable storage devices illegally or leak the sensitive data of a company. The removable storage device control scan and get the removable storage devices label automatically, and the access control for files in the removable storage can be done depending on the file operation control after generating temporal matching rules for the files in the removable storage. The implementing processes of removable storage device control are as follows.  Binds the dispatch function DispatchStart to IRP_MN_START_DEVICE in DriverEntry.  Gets the type of device using GetDeviceTypeToUse in DispatchStart. If it is a removable storage device, the device information is send to the control module.  Detects a newly added mobile storage device in the filter driver module of the user terminal. Based on the control rules for the removable storage device, corresponding temporal matching rules are generated automatically. The temporal matching rule is similar to the rules defined by system administrator.  The next implementation operations are similar to the file operation control discussed earlier.
The removable storage device control can also refer to the article [26] where it was achieved through operating IRP_MJ_SCI. However, the file operation monitor is already implemented in the file operation control earlier, so it is natural and easy for the removable storage devices control to implement with the file operation. The novel method has the better fine-grain control than the method in reference [26] .
V. COMMUNICATION AND STORAGE
The communication and storage mechanisms of the user behavior system are the key technologies to realize high performance and scalability. A uniform encapsulated socket interface library is designed to simplify and unify the component realization. The Pastry P2P protocol is used to enhance cooperation of node sliding servers, and the MongoDB with auto shard improves logging performance.
A. Uniform Encapsulated Socket Interface
It may cost much time to develop a network program with the original socket. Considering various components in PM-IUBC need network programming, we design a uniform encapsulated socket interface library for communication between the user terminal, the node sliding server, and the monitor center. Since C# is the programming language used in PM-IUBC, the uniform encapsulated socket interface library is realized for C#. The IpacketData class is an abstract class in the message body, inherited from BsonSerializerBase. Two main attributes are defined: HardwareID and Type, where, HardwareId represents a unique hardware identification code for a invoking program, and Type is the definition of message type.
The DataPacket class is a network communication message with object-oriented. Through DataPacket class it is easy to translate the received byte stream into an object, and to change object into byte in the network communication.
The IoProcessor class is responsible for deciding whether there exist data in the channel need to read or write. While sending data, DataPacket is sent to the instance of IoProcessor, and then the instance of IoProcessor process the data with several modes: synchronous, asynchronous, and communication with reply waiting. The Isocket class is the main class provided for developers to use to send or receive message in the network program. In Isocket class, the function IoProcessor is always invoked automatically, and the events of receiving data can be operated in other additional processes. Table I shows the main attributes and functions of Isocket class.
B. Pastry Communication for Node Sliding Servers
Multiple node sliding servers are implemented as a P2P overlay with Pastry, which is a typical P2P protocol with local searching ability in the routing. The communication messages exchanging between node sliding servers consist of the monitor center command, the terminal logging and the state information, which have the similar routing procedure. Once a node sliding server receives a communication message, a suitable node is selected comparing the ID of the source or destination host with the ID of the sliding servers. The Pseudo-code of the Pastry communication for node sliding servers is given in Fig. 6 . 
The pastry overlay provides a communication mechanism for the user terminal to select a node sliding server to upload or download data based on its ID. The Pastry communication mechanism is distributed and balanced for the command delivery and data logging collection in PM-IUBC, and the node sliding servers can be added or reduced dynamically on the load of PM-IUBC.
C. MongoDB with Auto-Shard based Log Database
MongoDB is an open source and document based database which is designed for cloud computing and has high performance. Unlike the traditional relational database, MongoDB just stores key value in the collection, so it can keep high response speed for largescale data management [20] , [27] .
The MongoDB with auto shard can distribute data over multiple MongoDB nodes. By splitting data over multiple machines, it becomes possible to store more data and handle more load than a single database server [20] . The MongoDB with auto shard based log database provides an excellent platform for statistical analysis, fast query, and disaster recovery. The MangoDB with auto-shard based database for user behaviors log is given in the Because the user control system in a intranet with hundreds hosts may generate massive log data, PM-IUBC utilizes MongoDB to store user behavior logs,the collection of which includes LOGID, IP, MAC, user name, event type, message content, and occurrence time. The operation on MongoDB database can be achieved through invoking the classes of MongoDB.Bson and MongoDB.Driver in C# program, and the detailed can be referred to [20] . Based on MongoDB, it is easier to analyze the massive log information or data mining in the later.
VI. EVALUATION
In PM-IUBC, the filter driver module of user terminal is implemented with C language and all the other components are implemented with C#. We deploy PM-IUBC on an internal network with over 200 user terminals, 3 node slice servers, a monitoring center, and 2 database servers. OSes of the user terminals consist of Windows XP, 7 and 8, CentOS 6.3 is installed for the slice and database servers, and the databases are MySQL 5.5 and MongoDB 2.2. The evaluations, including system functions, the slice node server overlay performance and the log database performance, are illustrated.
A. Function Evaluation
The monitoring center implemented as an ASP.net web server program can manage and control the intranet user behaviors including running software applications and operations files and remote storage devices. The unpermitted behaviors are forbidden and recorded.
According to application software monitor, the system can accomplish software monitor of the different level and different softwares through setting the software process features configure on monitor center. The disabled software is not allowed to open in different prohibited time by the rule management. For example, QQ and popular games can be prohibited during working hours, and then every internal network users can not chat with QQ. The operation information for monitored file will be recorded and the files in read-only folder has limited operation ranks, that is, if a new folder is created, the error message "Destination folder access denied" will be displayed; if delete one file, the error message "File Access Denied" will be shown; if modify the file, the message "Access is denied on xxx" will be prompted. When an unpermitted removable storage device is inserted to the client, it is rejected. Fig. 8 shows that the unpermitted removable storage device in the operation system device management tool is orange and tagged by "!". All the monitored user behaviors are saved to the logging database and can be monitored in the monitor center. A user behavior warning monitor center is given in Fig. 9 , where the detailed warning information including category, level, application name, title, content, record time, IP address, and username are recorded.
B. Slice Node Server Overlay Performance
In the slice node server overlay, multiple slice node servers work together on P2P overlay which can forward the messages between the user terminal and the monitoring center or the log database. The slice node server overlay work together to process the massive user behavior data. There are 15000 user terminals are simulated in the slice node server overlay performance experiments. Obviously, the 15000 user terminals generate large scalable user behavior log that cannot be processed efficiently by a single slice node. We simulated six slice node servers in the slice node server overlay, and the ID of the slice node server and the user terminal is based on the hash function SHA-1 for the IP and Port, i.e., ID = SHA1 (IP+Port). Fig. 10 . Loads of slice node server overlay with 6 nodes and 15000 user terminals Fig. 10 shows the loads of six slide servers in the overlay for 15000 user terminals. the task loads of 15000 user terminals are divided by six slice node servers balancely. If there are more log loads of user terminals, we can add more slice node servers into the overlay to support the increased loads. Since ID of a slice node server is generated by SHA-1(IP) when it joined the P2P overlay, the managed ID space of each node is not same, and then the load of each slice node server is not evenly distributed in Fig. 10 . Node1 has the highest load with 25.5%, while Node2 just has the lowest load with 10.1%. The ID generating algorithm of the P2P overlay is related with the load distribution a lot, but the load of each node is not equal for a new slice node servers may can break the balance station. Normaly, it is a good method for P2P overlay to arrange a real node to works as multiple virtual nodes as [19] .
C. Log Database Performance
The log database performance is important for monitoring massive user terminals in PM-IUBC. We deploy the log database on a Dawning A620r-G server (2.1Ghz 32 Cores CPU, 32GB DDR3), and compare the MongoDB log database with the original MySQL. Two metrix: insertting speed and the Query Per Second (QPS) are disscussed. Fig. 11 compares the user behavior log database performance.
At first, the user terminals insert 100 million log items into the log database using 32 threads. The inserting speed is shown in Fig. 11 .a. The inserting speed of the original MySQL is stable and the average inserted speed is about 1500 per second. The inserting speed of MongoDB with auto shard is not stable as MySQL, but it can support over average 20,000 per second. The inserting speed of MongoDB log database improved nearly 15 times comparing the MySQL log database. Second, we test the QPS under two log databases with 100 million items and various concurrent threads from 10 to 100. Fig. 11 .b shows the QPS results of two log databases. The QPS of the MongoDB is about twice the MySQL's QPS when the concurrent threads is smaller than 30. With the concurrent threads increasing, QPSes of two methods are all decreased, and MongoDB and MySQL have nearly similar QPS when the threads reach 80. We note that the query performance is mainly limited by the input/output of the disk hardware. If we improve the disk processing mode, e.g. using better disk or adding and saving data in different disks, the QPS may improve greatly. Since MongoDB is designed for distributed computing and has auto shard mode, it is easier to add a new shard server to solve the bottle capacity problem than the traditional database. The whole scalability of PM-IUBC improved greatly for MongoDB log database is used, and PM-IUBC can be suitable to process massive user behaviors' log.
VII. CONCLUSION
It is important for a government unit or a company to control what users do in the working time and to know the intranet security status, but the computers in the intranet are decentralized and difficult to be monitored. PM-IUBC, a P2P and MongoDB based user behavior control system, is proposed in this paper. PM-IUBC consists of the user terminal, the node slice server overlay, the database cluster, and the monitor center. The filter driver based user terminal can control the user behaviors promptly, the uniform encapsulated socket communication interface simplifies the network programming for PM-IUBC, and the P2P overlay and shard MongoDB technologies help to process massive user terminals and log data fast. The experiments evaluate the main user behavior control functions and the performances of the Pastry based slice node server overlay and MongoDB based log database. The slice node server overlay and the MongoDB log database have excellent scalability to control large scaled user behaviors of the intranet. The user behavior controllability and security in an intranet can be improved after deploying PM-IUBC.
